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Art commodity is the present ubiquitous phenomenon. There have a lot of 
disputes to it. The rationality of artistic commodity existence is the view we 
support for in this article. 
Proper comprehension of interrelated conception is the prerequisite to 
research this problem. So we rectify name for commodity to provide a theoretic 
basis of the whole article. To prove the rationality existing of art commodity, we 
choose three angles that are history, present and itself to analyze art commodity. 
Firstly, on the basis of identity between artistic works and commodity, with a 
series of factors in historical evolution and the need that mankind exists, it has 
certainty of history to the appearance of art commodity. Secondly, by the course 
of commodity realization, it can prove how art works change into commodity. In 
the course, art just change its exist shape and preserve its art value. Thirdly, when 
Art becomes commodity, it has commodity attribute naturally, its value behave in 
the form of commodity attribute. However, aesthetic attribute is still the essential 
attribute of art commodity. 
In a word, the existence of art commodity is the rational phenomenon that 
complied with historical development. It exists in this special historical 
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第一章  为商品正名 
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